MILO RANGE LIVE FIRE
YOUR WEAPON. YOUR AMMO. YOUR TRAINING

The MILO Range Live Fire option adds on the ability to use your MILO simulator with laser or live rounds, bringing the ultimate in training capability in a single training system. The MILO Live Fire screen is a customizable option that can be placed on any indoor shooting range, and live rounds fired through the self-sealing rubber material into the bullet trap. MILO Range Live Fire systems can switch between laser and live fire training mode at any time, without any reconfiguration or system changes.

System Features:

- Award-winning MILO Range Training Systems software and hardware.
- Powerful thermal camera hit detection solution for hyper-accuracy
- High-density self-sealing rubber shooting screen lasts for over 150,000 shots (9mm)
- Compatible with all rounds in calibers between .223 to .50
- Includes hundreds of interactive video training scenarios involving contemporary law enforcement, military, and commercial situations requiring varied levels of force
- Interactive 3D weapons skill-development exercises and courses of fire
- Custom screens available with proven IR or thermal detection solutions